
ARABIAN TALES:
Volume 3

The History of Habib and Dorathil-Goase, or The Knight.

The tribe of Ben Hilac, the most numerous and the bravest of Arabia, had formerly for
its Emir, Ben Hilac Salamis, the most renowned man of his time, for his wisdom, his military
talents, his religion, his probity, and, in a word, for all the virtues which characterize the man
of quality, and the warrior. The union of so many good qualities had raised him to be chief
over sixty-six tribes, whom he governed with wisdom, and whose confidence he merited.
Happiness and success, which are often the fruits of excellent conduct, had attended him in
war, and did not forsake him in peace. Arrived at full maturity, this Prince wanted nothing but
an heir to complete his felicity; but this blessing heaven had not as yet bestowed.

During the feast of the Harapbat, Salamis continually loaded the altar with sacrifices;
and having prostrated himself on the steps of the tabernacle, he addressed his prayers to the
holy Prophet, and with resignation and reverence waited for a blessing so essential to his
happiness. One day, when he had doubled the incense of his sacrifices, he suddenly felt an
agreeable consolation, from which he conceived the most flattering hope. In this he was not
deceived, for at the end of some days the pregnancy of Amirala was declared; and in nine
months after this Princess brought forth a son, equal in beauty to the brilliant star, which,
during the nights of summer, recompenses us for the absence of the sun. Amirala took her
child in her arms, and caressed him with a mingled transport of enthusiasm and love.

“Lovely infant,” said she, “excellent representative of the respectable flock from which
thou art sprung, may the kisses of my mouth be to thee as salutary, as are the rays of the sun
to the tender and new blown flower! Come to my bosom, and taste there the first fruits of my
affection.

And thou, great Prophet! thou to whom the Most High has committed the key of
heavenly blessings, shower down upon his head the influences of thy divine spirit! At thy
powerful voice may the strongest and most brilliant, but mildest of the stars, conduct his
destiny!

Happy tribes of the smiling regions of Arabia! for you has our Habib been given us!
Come and behold the head of my young cedar! You will distinguish it among all the trees of
the forest; rejoice ye happy tribes! one day it will cover you with its shadow.”

While Amirala thus celebrated the blessings of the Almighty, the Emir having
assembled all the wise men of the nation, made them consult the stars concerning the destiny
of his son. At the proper hour, the eyes of the astrologers were directed to the azure vault,
where they affirmed that; a combat seemed to take place. One star appeared to oppose
another. A very brilliant one seemed to be darkened, to disappear, or to be extinguished, like
the meteors which sometimes shoot athwart the firmament; but yet it never left its place; and
some moments after it shone with new lustre, and was seen in the most favourable
conjunctions.
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Then the oldest of the astrologers thus spake; “Prince,” said he to Salamis, “your son
will live to be the glory and admiration of mankind; but never did mortal experience so many
dangers as will fall to his lot. Accidents and reverses await him, but he will be wonderfully
supported; and should his courage and vigour of soul overcome all these trials, his labours will
be crowned with love and glory.”— “What strange destiny!” replied the Emir, “could nothing
be opposed to its rigour?”—“Prince, from our present observation we are certain that the
great planet, and the seven which surround it, are not in harmony; they appeared to us
exerting all their strength to assist your son’s star, or to oppose its bad influences; the aspect
of these conflicts was terrible. But as the star of Habib again appeared, you may entertain
some hope; dangers were shewn to us very clearly; but as it is always in the power of man to
elude, in some degree, the strokes of destiny, Habib must, by his virtues, restrain the bad
influences of his star, and force it to be favourable.”

Salamis was the bravest, and at the same time, the most resigned of men. “The
reverses of fortune which await my son,” said he, “cannot surely exceed human strength. I
must form him to a manly character, and cherish in his heart the seeds of every virtue.
Amirala will second my views, and by our united example and instructions, he shall triumph
over the dangers which threaten him.”

No sooner could the circumcised Habib articulate, than instead of speaking words
destitute of meaning, he pronounced his confession of faith. He already praised the Creator,
Mahomet his apostle, heaven, earth, the beings which inhabit them, and the immense space
by which they are separated. He sported with the letters of the alphabet, and arranged them
in words, which had a well connected meaning. When amusing himself with reeds, instead of
drawing the picture of a little cottage, he traced the form of a mosque. In short, his
amusements, his taste, and his inclinations, early announced him to be a personage of no
common kind.

As soon as his body acquired strength, no regular hour was observed for his repast. It
was necessary to render him familiar with want, that tyrant of the human race. They began
to make him feel its first strokes, that he might one day be able to endure them without
complaint. It was necessary to accustom him to every thing; the mat on which he slept was
taken from him, but he found equal repose on the hardest ground; and he was exposed to the
inclemency of the seasons, that his body might never be hurt by their rigour.

He was mounted on young untamed horses; but by the address which he already
exercised in less perilous sports, he instantly found his balance;  and if, by any accident, he
happened to fall, by his lightness and agility, he soon recovered his seat.

In this manner did Amirala form the body of her pupil. At the age of seven, he excelled
all other children in strength and agility; nor were his understanding and his heart neglected.
He recited chapters of the Alcoran, and explained their meaning. Accustomed by his mother
to behold with enthusiasm the wonders of nature, he at the same time remarked her beauties.

The time was now come when Salamis thought of completing an education so happily
begun. But an instructor must be found as  perfect for youth, as Amirala had been for infancy.
There was in the camp an aged philosopher, named Ilfakis, skilled in all the sciences, and of
an unblemished character; but he was infected with a disease, which was conducting him
slowly to the grave. “Ah! if God would restore me the sage Ilfakis,” said he in the hearing of
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one of his ministers.  “For  what purpose would you wish this?” replied the minister. “I am
this moment come from his tent; he told me he had taken an elixir, which had produced a
wonderful effect. I found him standing, and indeed saw him take several very firm steps; and
I have no doubt, if you wish to see him, but that he will be able to come hither.”—“Go,” said
the Emir, “and request this of him; I look upon his recall to life as a miracle, performed still
more for any advantage than his.”

Ilfakis came at the orders of the Emir, and accepted his proposal. The young Habib
departed with his new master, and lived in the same tent with him. The attention of the
governor , found a soil so well prepared, that, every thing grew in it with ease. Habib could1

already given names to all the stars of heaven, describe the courses of the planets, and
calculate their magnitude and distances. He distinguished the different sorts of trees and
plants, and pointed out their properties. If he spoke of vegetation, he knew that heat and
moisture are the causes of fertility. If he spoke of the sea, he knew that it was formed by the
rivers: he followed the vapours, exhaled from it by the sun, to the tops of the mountains, from
whence he beheld the fruitful springs roll back into the great abyss, and thus perpetuate the
surprising works of nature. He could assign to every animal its proper class; and if the various
wonders of their instinct astonished him, he still beheld them subject to the more wonderful
operations of reason.

While he endeavoured, with the assistance of Ilfakis, to arrange all these ideas, he at
the same time laboured to fix them in his mind; and he had learned the art of writing with
pens cut in seven ways .2

Salamis wished one day that his son should communicate some of his knowledge to
him. “Father,” said he to him, “you ought to ask this of my master, who is qualified to speak
of learning; as for me, I must for a long time employ only my eyes and ears; since the use of
the hand ought to be acquired long before that of the tongue, and the characters which I am
forming should be rendered as pure as the pearls of the water.” Salamis, delighted with this
reply, asked the wife governor if there was. yet any thing he could teach his son. “The young
Prince,” replied Ilfakis, “although he asks me questions, could already prevent all my
answers. I have laid open before him the great book of the world, where every step he at
present takes by himself will advance him a stage; the instruction which should exclude the
labour of application, would only retard his progress: it is now time, Prince, that my pupil
should engage, in such arts as are essentially necessary to the man, who must one day rule
over sixty-six warlike tribes. My assistance, in this way, could be of no use to him, and my
body, called upon by its kindred earth, has no ambition but to return to its place of rest.”—
“Gloomy presage!” replied the Emir, “you may yet promise yourself many years, and my

  The Attention of the governor. From the Arabians we first learned both the knowledge of the
1

wonders of nature, and the method of investigating them. To them also we are indebted for the translations

of the works of the Greek philosophers. Hence we ought not to be surprised at what is here said of the rapid

progress of the young Habib.

  Pens cut in seven ways. The pens which the Arabians use are made of reeds. We know not what
2

merit these people could affix to the science of cutting them in this manner; but we know that they ascribed

to this a great deal of the merit of goad writing.
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treasures shall make you enjoy them in abundance.” —“Prince,” said the sage, “a grain of
sand, and all the riches of the world, are equal in my estimation; long have I been dead to
every necessity. This pitiful body, which I am no more anxious to preserve, owes the
prolongation of its existence, to the secret designs of providence, for the advantage of Salamis,
and this day the destinies have fixed for its dissolution. I have received my reward in the
performance of my duty, and I wish for no other here below.”—“Farewell then, virtuous
Ilfakis!” said the Emir; “receive my embraces, and those of my son. Many tears will your
absence cost us; but we will alleviate their bitterness, by repairing often to your tent.”—“You
will repair thither no more,” replied he; “my tent is like a vapour, which the wind is soon to
dissipate, and I am like the dust which it sweeps along. Farewell Salamis, adieu my dear
Habib. Amidst the troubles which must assail you, remember me.”

The young Habib was much affected with this separation. But how much more severe
was the proof to which his sensibility was put on the day following! His sage preceptor died
as he returned to his tent; and to preserve the camp from the infection which it had spread,
his body was buried the moment it was forsaken by the animating spirit. The young pupil shed
tears in his mother’s bosom; and while Amirala endeavoured to comfort him, she was
delighted with his tenderness. She exhorted him to raise his thoughts above this earth, which
was insufficient for our felicity. These consolatory ideas calmed the soul of the young Habib;
yet he wished to pay the last duties to his departed benefactor, to strew his grave with flowers,
and offer up his prayers to the Most High. He came to the tent of Ilfakis, carrying in his hand
three chaplets of symbolical flowers; a sweet melancholy took possession of his soul, and
opened a passage for the tears, which flowed involuntarily down his checks; for a moment he
remained in silence, to enjoy an affliction which had nothing painful;  then raised his voice.

“I am now treading on the earth under which the body of my dear Ilfakis is at rest.
Angels of death! when you approached to bear away his soul, were not you equally moved as
I was at that mournful and solemn moment?

“O great Prophet! thou hast received into thy bosom this virtuous Mussulman. Thou
hast given him crowns that shall never perish; render these immortal which I place upon his
ashes.

“The soul of my dear Ilfakis is nor wandering in these places; else it would make plants
and flowers flourish on these barren plains, as one look or one word of his made the treasures
of wisdom and the charms of virtue spring up in my heart.

“Be happy, sleep on, rest in peace, blessed soul! Accept the homage of my gratitude;
I come to crown thy cold remains! Thou didst inform my reason, madest me love my duty,
and feel the sweets of friendship; and this is the tribute of mine.”

Salamis was waiting the return of his son. “Habib!” said he to him, “after having
satisfied the claims of your gratitude, you must now think of acquiring that knowledge, which
will be of more immediate utility in your situation. You are my son, and destined by heaven
to succeed me in the command of the valiant tribes, over whom I rule. You will be called to
march at their head, in every military expedition. But, in order to conduct them with
propriety, you must inure your body to fatigue, and be able to humble the enemy which may
dare to oppose you. Strength, united to courage, ought to render you the most intrepid and
gallant soldier in your armies. You have already begun to accustom yourself to bear arms: the
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effeminate alone sink under them; to the man of courage they become familiar. Ah! could I
find, among my warriors, a man as capable to instruct you in this profession, as Ilfakis was in
the sciences which you learned under his care. A complete warrior is a phoenix—seldom seen.
The great Prophet performed a miracle in our behalf, in preserving Ilfakis; and he only can
send me such a man, as I would wish to place near you.”—“Father,” said Habib, “in my
sports I attempted to ride and subdue the most vigorous of your horses, nor did strength and
courage ever forsake me. Exchange this linen garment for a buckler of steel; and when loaded
with the thickest shield, and armed with the strongest spear, I shall be a companion who will
not disgrace your arms. Ah! when shall I quit this dress, which almost renders my sex
equivocal, and conceals the strength with which nature has endowed me? Strength requires
to be under regulation; and I am only ambitious to learn the art of directing its exertion.”—
“Present worthy of heaven!” said the Emir, embracing his son; “Happy child! Hope of my
tribes! He who implanted in you such noble dispositions, will furnish us also with the means
of their cultivation.”

This conversation was scarcely ended, when a warrior appeared without the camp, and
demanded the honour of being admitted into the presence of Salamis. “Let him approach,”
said the Emir, “anxious to see justice and peace reign upon earth, my heart has no other wish
than to live among those who are their defenders.” Upon this the stranger arrived.

The beautiful mane of the stately courser on which he rode, concealed him all, except
the crest of his helmet, and the plume which waved above. He approached the tent, and
alighted from his steed. Habib, who had gone out to meet him, laid hold of the horse’s bridle,
and delivered it to one of the Emirs grooms. “Valiant knight,” said he to him, “with what
intention have you come hither?”—“I come,” replied the stranger, “to pay homage to the
virtues, the courage, and the power of the great Emir, Ben-Hilac-Salamis, and to demand
from the young Habib a share of those favours which the lovely daughter of Hyemen bestows
upon him. The warrior, who receives her into his arms, will soon forget, amid the excess of his
joy, the dangers which he has encountered.”

The Emir, not having understood this, required an explanation of it from his son.”My
father,” said Habib, feelingly, “this noble knight demands permission to salute you, and a
share of my coffee.” Then turning towards the stranger, “Warrior,” said he, “to wish for the
favours of the daughter of Hyemen, is to appear worthy of those which she delights to pour
into the heart of the lovers of glory. Here you can be refused nothing; the hero whom you see
is the Emir Salamis, and I am his son Habib.”

The two heroes then saluted one another. Salamis had never seen a man of so fine a
stature, and of a figure which displayed at once so much Majesty and grace. The steel of his
armour reflected so strongly the rays of the sun, that it seemed rather to eclipse than to
borrow his splendour. His helmet, resembling those meteors which shine in the firmament,
appeared one blaze of fire; the blade of his scimitar gleamed at a distance; nor did gold or
diamonds set off any part of his armour; all its lustre was owing to its simplicity, and the
warrior’s care.

While the stranger was taking coffee, Salamis was solicitous to learn from himself the
motives which had drawn him to his camp.
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“Powerful and renowned Emir!” replied the Knight, “I am a Parthian by descent, but
born in the heart of India. I loved glory from my infancy, and courted it in the profession of
arms. That which you have acquired in Arabia awakened my ambition; and I wished to be
intimately acquainted with the man, whose fame served me as an example. When I had
reached the first tribe under your command, I learned, that you were looking out for an
instructor to assist the progress of the young Habib; and although under such a father as
Salamis, he must learn every thing, yet as it might be necessary to follow him more nearly in
all his exercises, I flattered myself my services might be useful, and I come to make you an
offer of them.”

“Knight!” replied the Emir, “I am affected with your conduct, and the loyalty of your
disposition determines me. But as my son must one day be able to command the provinces
of my empire, which I conquered by my valour, the man who is not able to shew himself my
superior in combat, cannot pretend to be his in instruction. Let us therefore make a trial of
our strength, and in good earned dispute the victory. Whoever conquers me is the man to
whom I will entrust my son.”— “It is an honour worthy of the ambition of the most illustrious
warriors!” replied the stranger. “I accept the challenge of the great Salamis, and will not be
ashamed to confess, that I was overcome by him, who never yet was conquered.”

The ministers who witnessed this challenge, wished to dissuade Salamis from fighting;
and represented to him, that he was in the wrong to enter into competition with one whose
rank and birth were unknown. “Of what consequence are rank and birth?” replied the Emir;
“I am in search of a warrior, not a King. If this Knight is blinded by presumption, I cannot be
exposed; if his courage is equal to his noble confidence, neither of us will be so, and I shall
have entered the lists with my equal.” Then turning towards the stranger, he begged of him
to take some repose, and to let his horse recover breath. “I wish not,” says he, “to engage, you
under any disadvantage; and although I wish to try my strength with you, I do not mean to
deny you my esteem, but rather to put you in the way of gaining it by victory. After to-morrow
we will repair to the field.”

Habib conduced the stranger into a tent, that had been prepared for him. And the
latter, affected with the kindness and attention that were shewn to him, and looking tenderly
at Habib, said, “The young vine, loaded with fruit, requests the traveller, as he passes, to
support it! Promising, that if the grape shall come to maturity, he will make a voluntary offer
of it to the traveller.”

After this, they saluted each other, and Habib retired to his father’s tent. As soon as
day appeared, he again hastened to the stranger, who began to fill the place which Ilfakis had
held in his heart. He found him busy polishing his armour, and examining the furniture of his
steed. “What! yourself?” said the young Sultan to him. “Yes, Prince! When one is jealous of
his glory, one ought not to neglect the most trifling circumstance that can contribute to it. A
true Knight has no mirror but his armour.”

In the mean time, the sand was prepared, on which Salamis and the stranger were to
enter the lifts; the warlike trumpets sounded the summons, and an innumerable crowd of
spectators surrounded the railing. At length, the combatants appeared, and each to so great
advantage, that it was impossible to determine in whose favour victory would declare. Their
spears were of equal weight; the size and vigour of their horses equal. They darted like
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lightning against each other; but in spite of this first shock, the Knights remained immoveable
on their steeds, while their spears were shivered into splinters. Salamis, who had never till
then met with such resistance, was astonished to find, that he had aimed such a furious stroke
in vain; and his antagonist, for different reasons, which at present we have not time to explain,
was also very much surprised. The Emir made a signal to his adversary for a parley: the
stranger stopt, alighted from his horse, and came to him.

“Valiant Knight!” said the Emir, “I have now had a striking proof of your talents, from
which I hope, that, scimitar in hand, I shall to-morrow find in you a rival worthy of me.”—
“Great Prince!” replied the stranger; “hitherto I have been invincible, and have now learned,
to my great astonishment, that the arm of man can oppose me; I am too sensible of the honour
you confer on me to refuse the challenge you propose.” After this, the two warriors took each
other by the hand, and separated, in order to strip off their armour. Habib went to his father’s
tent, to discharge the duty which filial affection required of him in such a situation, and then
giving way to sentiments of friendship, he hastily returned to that of the stranger, whom his
servants were assisting in putting off his armour. “At length,” said Habib to him, “you do not
disdain to employ others in your service.”—“ No, my amiable Sultan! I am going to tell you
a fable, whose meaning I apply only to my own profession, which is the first in the world.
When the sun rises, he himself scatters the rays that surround him; but when he sets, he
leaves to the waves of the sea the care of extinguishing them.”

“I will answer you by another apologue,” said Habib, “or rather by a truth, with which
you have struck me.

“The hero who, unmoved, hath sustained the enormous weight of my father’s spear,
hath dazzled my eyes by his splendour; and who still shines with so much brilliancy, can never
be extinguished.”

“An unfledged eaglet,” replied the stranger, “for the first time, opened its eyes, and,
looking at a glow-worm on the neighbouring foliage, was dazzled with its shining. The Prince
of birds did not doubt then, but it Would one day look steadily on the sun.”

“Without doubt,” said Habib, “the phoenix who speaks to me is newly sprung from his
ashes, and does not as yet know his advantages.”— “I have none over you, charming Habib!”
said he, as he embraced him, “but in my affection for you.”—“Could I open my heart to you,”
said Habib, “you would confess yourself conquered. But my father must not be deprived so
long of the pleasure of seeing you; I know he loves heroes, and you are one, although you have
not said so.” “It is possible,” replied the stranger, “that at some future period, one of us may
become a hero; but at present I see none here.” In this manner did they converse, as they
walked hand in hand to the tent of Salamis. The Emir observed, with pleasure, their mutual
attachment, which he was determined to strengthen.

As soon as Salamis saw the stranger Knight, he addressed him with marks of the
highest esteem. “I do not think,” said he, “that any trial will disturb you; and it was not with
a view to establish my own opinion, that I required a proof of your courage and strength. I
command a warlike nation, who are jealous of glory, and am unwilling they should entertain
any doubt, respecting the distinguished merit of one, who, it must be confessed, is superior to
them. I will carry my delicacy so far, (and you will take it in good part) as to open the lifts to
any one, who may think fit to dispute your triumph, when you shall have finished your trial
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with me. But in the mean time, let us enjoy the present moment; to-morrow, even envy itself
shall be constrained to admire you.”

The next day beheld the most astonishing combat the Arabians had ever witnessed.
The two heroes, opposing shield to shield, aimed the most terrible blows; but as they were
foreseen as soon as intended, they were always warded off before their fall. The shield and
scimitar were thrown aside, and the heroes began to wrestle. The furious winds attempt in
vain to make the cedars of Lebanon: the earth may tremble under them, but no effort can tear
up their roots.

The Emir Salamis thought it improper to keep up any longer the astonishment of the
spectators; more delighted with having found an equal, than he would have been with victory.
“Let us stop for a little, valiant Knight!” said he “every moment my surprise is increased:
never before have I found a person who could withstand me: but I was always less proud of
my triumph, than affected with the weakness of our nature, when compared with the
superiority of some other animals. My prejudice is now removed, and I value the lion’s
strength less, since the proof I have had of yours; let us refresh ourselves after this fatiguing
exercise, and our steeds being saddled, let us carry on the combat with the javelin.”

This new mode of fighting was a new triumph to the two combatants. Every expedient
which address, or stratagem, or strength, could furnish, were displayed on this occasion. At
length, the Emir began to lose the advantage; the youth of his adversary was an obstacle
which his valour could not surmount; and being besides convinced, that the stranger
possessed, in a very high degree, every quality necessary to the office for which he intended,
him, he prudently put an end to the combat; and having made a signal to the stranger, they
shook hands, and returned to the camp. “Knight!” said Salamis, “my son will find in you a
second father. You know how much your strength has been increased by constant exercise,
and what labour it has cost you to add so much dexterity to your native force. You know that,
in order to be always cool, we must be accustomed to danger. I commit to you the sole object
of my hope; teach him true glory, and the steps by which a warrior must reach it.”

The wishes and inclination of the young. Habib had long since prevented his father’s
intentions; and with transport did he follow the steps of his new master. “At length,” said he,
“I will profit by your lessons; I must imitate my father and you: may I not stop far short of my
patterns!”

“We will divide our labours, my dear Habib,” said Il’Haboul, (for this was the name
of the Indian Knight); “the day shall be employed, in rendering you perfect in that art, by
which you must become as strong, and as expert, as you are brave. In the evening, we will
discourse of those qualities, which you must possess, in order to command the most
independent people on earth; who always sacrifice luxury to freedom, and whose idol is
courage, under the guidance of wisdom. It is by these titles, that the Emir, your father, rules
over sixty-six tribes; and if you would inherit his power, you must also appropriate his
virtues.”

Such was the plan on which Il’Haboul conducted the education of Habib, and it soon
produced the most happy effects. The Emir Salamis, was engaged in a war, in which the
young Sultan displayed prodigies of valour. Entrusted with a difficult command, he
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distinguished himself by his prudence and firmness; and when called to assist in his father’s
counsels, he astonished the ministers by the wisdom of his advice.

The work of Il’Haboul was now finished; he was forced, by an absolute necessity, to
leave his pupil, and it became necessary he should know this: “My son,” said he, “I must
leave you;  superior orders call me into another country.”— “What! will you abandon me?”
replied Habib. “I am no longer necessary to you here; besides, I must obey the call of
destiny.”— “How unhappy am I!” replied the young pupil. “Death deprived me of Ilfakis, my
first master, whose loss I have not yet forgotten, and cruel orders are about to separate me
from you! But shall it be for ever? Must I not know the reason of it? And could my father not
alter your resolution?”—“No human power can be of any avail in this case,” said Il’Haboul;
“but I hope we shall see one another again. In the mean time, my dear Habib, I can in some
degree assuage your grief: he who was beloved by you, under the name of Ilfakis, is not dead,
but still watches over you.” “How?” replied Habib. “I myself attended his funeral, and have
wept over his grave.”

“My son,” said Il’Haboul, “the history of the death you mean is connected with many
others, in which you are interested, perhaps, even with your own and mine. Listen to the
recital I am going to give; recollect your Nativity, and you will no more be surprised at what
I shall tell you. Know then, that he who loves, and now speaks to you, is not of human nature,
but a genie, commissioned to guide your first steps towards your high destiny.”
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